
Thank you for getting in touch to ask about a bespoke project

I’ve created this questionnaire to find out more about you and your business. 

Let’s get started!

1. PROJECT

Give me all the details about your project.

How many pages of content do you require? (or give me an approximate word count).
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2. BUDGET

No one likes talking money but let’s not sweat it. Just be honest about what you’re hoping to spend.
Please note, I can’t complete a proposal without knowing an amount.

Pop an estimated figure in the box: £

Do you see this project as a one-off thing or something more long term?



4. TONE/POINT OF VIEW

When we write, our words include the above factors. What I need to know is how you want your
content to read (serious/funny/corporate/other) and what point of view you’re writing in
(I/we/you/they).

Tell me about the tone and point of view of your content.

Does your business have a Writing Style Guide?    Yes                  No

Jot down words and terms that best describe you and your business (try to avoid cliches and give
me as much detail as you can).

3. ABOUT YOU

I ask questions about businesses all the time and they often give me responses that don't really
express how they do business. Generic terms don't get to the heart of what you're all about.

The term 'professional' for example, is not the same for everyone, as a word it can be pretty
meaningless.

So tell me, what does professional look like to you and your organisation?



Tell me what words or terms you do NOT like.

5. AUDIENCE

Who is your ideal client or target market (really think about the humans you're attracting)? 

What keywords would you like to target? (If different, for a blog post or article, for example)

Let's get more specific, what keyword phrases describe what you offer? For example, I
target 'funny business blogger Oxford' or 'SEO content writer Oxford'. 

Give me a few detailed phrases based on what you offer.

What pain point are you relieving for your clients?

What keywords are you currently ranked/found for?



Your USP (Unique Selling Proposition) directly feeds into your keyword phrases. Knowing
that, helps me to figure out who you're trying to attract. 

Tell me about your USP and why prospects choose you over a competitor.

That's it!

I hope that wasn’t too painful. If you have anything further to add please pop it here.

Date:                                             Your name & business:

Save your completed form to your desktop, using your name as the file title.

If you've run out of room, please feel free to send further info on a separate
Word/Google/Pages document.

Send it to: info@thesarkytype.com

I’ll be in touch very soon.

Sarah
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